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Methamphetamine (MAP), an indirect dopamine agonist, has been shown to produce a
leftward shift in the time of responding under operant response protocols that encourage
repetitive responding (e.g., lever pressing). Given the involvement of striatal dopamine
activity in the control of discretemotor behavior, as well as in the timing of these responses,
an important question arises as towhether a dissociation is possible between changes in the
timing of discrete responding and timing of other behaviors. Rats were trained on amodified
peak-interval (PI) procedure such that reward was contingent upon the presence of the
animal's snout in a nosepoke apparatus at the target time, as an alternative to the typical
requirement of a discrete head entry response. Thus spatial selection, but not necessarily
motor behavior, at the appropriate time was required to receive a reward. Rats were given
MAP in one of 3 doses (0.5, 1.0, or 1.5mg/kg), or a saline control injection before PI sessions to
determine whether the drug elicits a dose-dependent effect on timing of spatial position, as
it has been shown to do for discrete behaviors. Following administration of MAP, the peak
time of the proportion of time spent in the nosepoke did not change, while the peak time of the
rate of response shifted to the left. Single-trial analysis revealed a similar pattern: Position of
response step functions defined by being in the nosepoke did not shift, but step functions
based on response rate changed with increasing doses of MAP. These data support a model
of multiple timing processes controlling different behaviors, at least one of which is specific
to discrete motor behavior and is modifiable by dopamine.
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1. Introduction

Interval timing is defined as the ability to perceive the passage
of time in the seconds-to-minutes range. A number of
behavioral and cognitive models have been proposed to
explain the mechanisms underlying interval timing (Church
and Broadbent, 1991; Gibbon, 1977; Killeen and Fetterman,
1988; Matell and Meck, 2004; Staddon and Higa, 1999). The
most frequently cited of these models, Scalar Expectancy
Theory (Gibbon, 1977; Gibbon et al., 1984), is based upon a

pacemaker-accumulator mechanism. In short, this model is
composedof threeparts: a clock composedof a pacemaker that
emits pulses delineating the passage of time, and which
accumulate in a linear manner as time moves forward; a
memory for the number of accumulated “ticks” that had
occurred when previous rewards had been obtained; and a
decision stage, which determines whether the number of
accumulated “ticks” is similar enough to the instance pulled
frommemory in order for the animal to respond appropriately.
Given the expansive behavioral data that have been collected
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in support of this general framework, a good foundation exists
for undertaking thenext level of analysis, namely investigating
the neural and pharmacological basis for the ability to perceive
time.

The results of several convergent approaches implicate
dopamine (DA) activity in the basal ganglia as being essential
to effective timing. First, Parkinson's disease patients exhibit
deficits in interval timing, which are alleviated by adminis-
tration of dopamine replacement therapy (Malapani et al.,
1998; O'Boyle et al., 1996). In a similar vein, Meck (2006b)
demonstrated that 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) lesions of
the substantia nigra pars compacta eliminate temporally
controlled responding in rats, and that the subsequent
administration of Levodopa (L-DOPA) restores temporal con-
trol. Second, experimental alterations in DA activity produce
alterations in the timing of behavior that are consistent with a
change in the speed of a putative internal clock (Meck, 1983,
1996). Specifically, methamphetamine (MAP), an indirect DA
agonist, has been shown to cause a leftward shift in measures
of interval timing, consistent with an increase in the speed of
an internal clock (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Maricq et al., 1981;
Maricq and Church, 1983; Matell et al., 2006; Meck, 1983).
Conversely, haloperidol, a DA antagonist, produces a right-
ward shift in measures of timing (Buhusi and Meck, 2002;
Drew et al., 2003; Meck, 1983, 1986). Alterations in DAmay also
disrupt attention to the to-be-timed stimulus (Buhusi and
Meck, 2002).

While it is not yet clear where in the brain these
dopaminergic-induced changes in clock speed are mediated,
the involvement of the striatum for timing is clear. Matell et
al. (2003a) provided evidence that firing rates in the dorsolat-
eral striatum correlate with timing behavior, and propose a
biologically plausible model of interval timing, with DA
activity in the striatum serving as a reinforcer for target
times (Striatal Beat Frequency model, Matell and Meck, 2000,
2004). Likewise, functional imaging studies have repeatedly
shown activation of the basal ganglia (Coull, 2004; Coull et al.,
2004; Harrington et al., 1998; Harrington and Haaland, 1999;
Hinton and Meck, 2004; Jahanshahi et al., 2006; Livesey et al.,
2007; Pouthas et al., 2005; Rao et al., 1997, 2001; Stevens et al.,
2007; reviewed in Meck and Malapani, 2004). Recently, Meck
(2006b) demonstrated that electrolytic lesions of the dorsal
striatum, but not the nucleus accumbens, eliminate the
ability of rats to temporally control their operant motor
behaviors.

The importance of the basal ganglia, and the dorsal striatum
in particular, tomotor control is alsowell documented (Graybiel
et al., 1994; Parent and Hazrati, 1995). The neural basis for
disorders such as Parkinson's disease and Huntington's disease
offer the strongest evidence that dopaminergic inputs to the
striatumare responsible for some aspects ofmotor control (e.g.,
Berardelli et al., 1999; Rakitin and Stern, 2002), even though the
exact contribution of these structures to the control of motor
behavior is still under debate (e.g., Diedrichsen et al., 2005;
Grillner et al., 2005; Mink, 1996).

The procedures that have demonstrated a timing effect of
MAP have required discrete responding, such that the
derivation of the subject's temporal estimate is based upon
the time in the trial at which the subject responds at a
maximal rate (e.g., the peak-interval procedure). Here we use

the term “discrete” to refer to behaviors that are performed
rapidly and repetitively, such as lever-pressing. This is in
contrast to motor behaviors that need not be repetitive, such
as determining when to leave a foraging patch (e.g., the
“moving on” times of Kacelnik and Brunner, 2002). As
described above, dopaminergic activity in striatal regions has
been implicated in the control of discrete motor behavior as
well as in the timing of these responses. An important
question then arises as to whether MAP would produce a
similar timing effect in a procedure that does not require
repetitive, discrete responding. The answer to this question
will help to further clarify the mechanism by which MAP
affects the timing system.

In addition to the peak-interval procedure, the differential
reinforcement of low response rate, or DRL schedules (Ferster
and Skinner, 1957), and temporal response-differentiation, or
TRD schedules (McMillan and Patton, 1965) have been used to
study timing. Under a DRL schedule, the animal must wait for
a given length of time before responding in order to receive a

Fig. 1 – Peak functions under saline conditions for rats trained
on the two PI procedures used in the current study. Rats were
trained in one of twoways: Under the discrete protocol (DISC),
rats were rewarded for the first head entry into the nosepoke
aperture after the target time of 15 s; alternatively, under the
sustained protocol (SUST), they were rewarded for the
presence of the head in the aperture at the target time, or the
first entry after the target time, whichever came first. The
former led to rats making repetitive head entries, while the
latter training protocol led to the rats making quantitatively
more sustained entries into the aperture. Responses were
measured in twoways. Response rate (RATE) gives ameasure
of discrete head entries into the nosepoke apparatus.
Proportion of time spent in the nosepoke apparatus over each
1-s bin (PROP) provides a measure of the time the rat was in
the apparatus without necessarily making discrete
movements. Note that the shape and peak time of these peak
functions are similar using either measure. E1 denotes rats
from Experiment 1, while E2 denotes rats from Experiment 2.
The y axis refers to the proportion of maximum responding,
depending on the measure used, either RATE or PROP,
defined above. Peak functions have been smoothed by a 5-s
running mean for presentation.
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reward. Typical results follow a normal distribution of inter-
response times (IRTs) with a mean approximately equal to the
target interval. A TRD schedule requires a continuous
response, for example holding down a lever, for a learned
time interval and then releasing at the proper time to get
reinforcement. Again this usually results in normal distribu-
tions of response durations that are centered between the
durations acceptable for reinforcement. These two tasks can
be described as requiring a lack of response (DRL), or a con-
tinuous response (TRD), and thus the movements involved
are not discrete, repetitive movements. Although previous
explorations of the effects of MAP on TRD schedules have
suggested that response duration is shifted leftward under
the influence of MAP in a manner similar to that seen on
the peak-interval procedure (Hudzik and McMillan, 1994;
Liao and Cheng, 2005; McClure et al., 1997; McMillan et al.,
1994), the pattern of responses indicating a leftward shift of
time estimation under acute MAP administration in both
TRD and DRL procedures suggests that the effects are due,
at least in part, to a significant increase in burst respond-
ing, or a significant increase in response rate in general
(see also Mayorga et al., 2000; McClure and McMillan, 1997).
As such, although these leftward shifts are consistent with
a role for MAP in the temporal control of sustained respond-
ing, it is unclear from these studies whether the temporal
control of responding or the response rate itself is being
altered by MAP, and therefore these tasks do not provide an
unbiased assessment of the role of MAP on sustained res-
ponse timing.

In the current set of experiments, rats were tested on a
sustained response variant of a 15-s peak interval (PI)
procedure in which reinforcement was primed 15 s after
onset of an auditory stimulus. In contrast to the more
traditional task demands, in which reward is delivered for
the first discrete behavior (e.g., head entry into a nosepoke
apparatus) after the criterion time, in the sustained procedure,

rats were rewarded for the presence of their snout in the
apparatus at the target time. This allowedmeasurement of the
effects of acuteMAP administration on the temporal control of
positioning of the rat's snout as well as its effects on the
control of repetitive behaviors. If timing of discrete behavior is
controlled by a different neural mechanism than timing of
posturing or spatial coordinates, MAP should affect the two
measures in different ways.

2. Results

2.1. Experiment 1: Extended peak-interval (PI) training on
sustained response protocol, with methamphetamine (MAP)
administration

An examination of the pattern of responding as a function of
time revealed a ‘peak’ shape for both the sustained positioning
of the rat, measured as the proportion of time the snout was in
the nosepoke apparatus, and the rate of its discrete responses
(See Fig. 1). Table 1a gives statistics characterizing the mean
response pattern using each measure. The mean peak time of
the sustained responses did not change significantly with
administration of MAP [F(3,27)=0.34, ns]. In contrast, themean
peak time of the discrete responses shifted leftward [F(3,27)=
5.06, pb0.05]. This effect was linear, in that increasing the dose
of MAP produced a greater leftward shift [linear contrast,
F(1,9)=5.77, pb0.05]. These results are graphically depicted in
Fig. 2. Mean peak spread did not change reliably using the
sustained [F(3,27)=1.29, ns] measure. However, peak spread
for the discrete measure of behavior increased with MAP dose
[F(3,27)=5.01, pb0.05; linear contrast F(1,9)=6.58, pb0.05].
Coefficient of variation (CV, Peak spread/Peak time) followed
the same pattern as peak spread: the discrete measure of
behavior increased with MAP dose [F(3,27)=6.11, pb0.05; lin-
ear contrast F(1,9)=7.10, pb0.05], while the CV of sustained

Table 1 –Mean response function statistics for each measure of responding

MAP
(mg/kg)

Proportion measure Rate measure

Peak time Peak spread CVa R2 Peak time Peak spread CVa R2

(a) Experiment 1
0.0 15.7±0.43 12.9±1.49 0.84±0.11 0.97±0.01 15.4±0.67 14.5±2.03 1.01±0.18 0.96±0.01
0.5 15.1±0.80 14.4±2.03 1.06±0.25 0.95±0.01 15.3±0.67 17.8±1.66 1.28±0.16 0.95±0.01
1.0 15.8±0.76 13.0±1.56 0.90±0.19 0.95±0.01 15.1±0.65 17.2±1.47 1.19±0.15 0.94±0.01
1.5 15.2±0.46 16.3±1.49 1.10±0.13 0.95±0.01 13.2±0.73 22.2±2.02 1.79±0.23 0.95±0.01

(b) Experiment 2: rats under sustained-response training
0.0 15.0±0.79 14.8±1.67 1.1±0.20 0.98±0.005 15.2±0.64 15.9±1.78 1.1±0.17 0.96±0.012
0.5 15.3±0.71 16.4±1.66 1.1±0.18 0.98±0.003 15.1±0.56 18.9±1.86 1.3±0.16 0.95±0.025
1.0 15.4±0.56 17.1±1.43 1.2±0.12 0.98±0.004 14.0±0.84 21.9±1.88 1.7±0.24 0.94±0.021
1.5 14.9±0.62 19.2±1.40 1.3±0.14 0.98±0.006 14.2±0.60 22.9±1.82 1.7±0.19 0.90±0.034

(c) Experiment 2: rats under discrete-response training
0.0 12.9±0.79 17.8±1.67 1.7±0.41 0.98±0.005 14.6±0.47 15.6±1.00 1.1±0.10 0.98±0.004
0.5 13.2±0.93 17.5±0.95 1.4±0.17 0.97±0.011 13.9±0.57 17.8±1.34 1.3±0.16 0.98±0.007
1.0 13.9±0.38 20.2±1.15 1.5±0.12 0.97±0.005 14.1±0.46 19.6±1.06 1.4±0.11 0.98±0.003
1.5 14.0±0.40 20.4±1.00 1.5±0.09 0.97±0.004 13.9±0.38 19.8±0.94 1.4±0.09 0.96±0.011
a Coefficient of variation, or Peak spread/Peak time.
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responses did not [F(3,27)=0.66, ns]. In summary, we found
changes in the primary measures of timing when measuring
response rate, but not when measuring time in the nosepoke

aperture. This difference in results as a product of analysis of
one or the other dependent variable led to a more detailed
study of the pattern of responding on individual trials, in
order to determine the source of this dichotomy.

Single-trial analysis (STA) statistics for Experiment 1 are
summarized in Table 2a. When the “sustained” measure was
used to fit a step function to the data, placement of the step
(i.e., S1 and S2) did not change with dose of MAP [S1: F(3,27)=
0.913, ns; S2: F(3,27)=0.879, ns]. This is reflective of the mean
function data. However, when step fits were taken using
response rate, S1s were in fact shifted leftward [F(3,27)=3.3,
pb0.05], causing the spread of the high state to become
significantly greater [F(3,27)=4.23, pb0.05]. No other STA
measures changed [S2: F(3,27)=0.538, ns; midpoint: F(3,27)=
1.89, ns]. Fig. 3 shows the change in S1 times from baseline as a
function of dose of MAP for each measure. Although previous
STA analyses have also found only one of the two transition
points to shift on MAP (e.g., Taylor et al., 2007, found a change
in S1 only; Abner et al., 2001; Matell et al., 2006 saw a change in
S2 only), this result is not entirely consistent with an increase
in clock speed and led us to examine the response topography
more closely.

The behavior of animals during probe trials after saline
control injections followed a particular pattern: One long hold
of the snout inside the nosepoke apparatus, followed bymany
discrete entries (see Fig. 4A). Behavior during MAP sessions
followed a somewhat different pattern, in that animals began
making discrete responses either earlier within the sustained
step or even before the sustained step, thereby shortening or
eliminating the initial long hold (see Fig. 4B). This led us to
quantitatively examine whether the pattern of responding
changed in a systematic manner over the course of the high
state of responding (i.e., whether the high state was sloped),
and whether this pattern was altered by MAP, as this could
account for some of the observed differences between the two
measures of time perception.

Consistent with our observations, the long hold at the
beginning of the response period led to a positive slope of the

Table 2 – Single-trial analysis statistics for each measure of responding (mean±standard error)

MAP
(mg/kg)

Proportion measure Rate measure

S1 S2 Midpoint Spread S1 S2 Midpoint Spread

(a) Experiment 1
0.0 10.9±0.40 19.7±0.16 15.3±0.17 8.8±0.51 11.0±1.02 20.7±0.20 15.9±0.52 9.7±1.05
0.5 11.0±0.50 19.8±0.17 15.4±0.25 8.9±0.54 10.6±1.08 21.0±0.24 15.8±0.55 10.4±1.12
1.0 11.0±0.32 20.0±0.28 15.5±0.21 9.0±0.43 11.1±0.67 21.0±0.33 16.1±0.30 10.0±0.87
1.5 10.6±0.32 19.7±0.23 15.2±0.22 9.1±0.33 9.9±0.96 20.8±0.31 15.4±0.49 10.9±1.04

(b) Experiment 2: rats trained on sustained-response protocol
0.0 10.1±0.81 20.2±0.32 15.2±0.41 10.1±0.92 11.8±1.05 21.4±0.39 16.6±0.63 9.5±0.97
0.5 9.9±0.66 20.4±0.53 15.2±0.41 10.5±0.87 11.1±1.15 21.7±0.35 16.4±0.68 10.7±1.01
1.0 9.9±0.68 20.1±0.35 15.0±0.39 10.2±0.75 10.3±1.15 21.4±0.24 15.8±0.61 11.1±1.12
1.5 9.9±0.64 20.1±0.29 15.0±0.32 10.2±0.77 9.8±0.84 20.9±0.62 15.4±0.49 15.4±0.49

(c) Experiment 2: rats trained on discrete-response protocol
0.0 9.6±0.56 17.7±0.64 13.7±0.59 8.1±0.27 8.5±0.62 21.2±0.17 14.9±0.34 12.7±0.61
0.5 9.2±0.47 17.5±0.63 13.4±0.52 8.3±0.39 8.2±0.88 21.3±0.15 14.8±0.41 13.1±0.95
1.0 9.9±0.30 18.2±0.33 14.0±0.30 8.3±0.18 7.3±0.60 21.5±0.29 14.4±0.33 14.2±0.68
1.5 10.2±0.28 18.2±0.32 14.2±0.28 8.0±0.23 7.8±0.75 21.6±0.31 14.7±0.42 13.8±0.80

Fig. 2 – Meanpercent change fromsaline baseline inpeak times
for the twomeasures used to characterize temporal responding
in Experiments 1 (E1) and 2 (E2). In Experiment 1, using
proportion of time the snout is in the nosepoke as ameasure of
responding (PROP) yields peak times that do not vary
significantly with dose of MAP [F(3,27)=0.34, ns]. Peak times of
response rate (RATE), on the other hand, decrease (responses
peak earlier) with increasing MAP doses [F(3,27)=5.06, pbbbb0.05;
linear contrast, F(1,9)=5.77, pbbbb0.05]. In Experiment 2, both
groups, e.g., those trained with the sustained response
procedure used in Experiment 1 (SUST) or the more traditional
discrete response procedure (DISC) produced peak times in
discrete responding (RATE) that shift leftward with increasing
MAP administration, [F(3,54)=2.73, p=0.05; linear contrast
F(1,9)=6.35, pbbbb0.05]. The proportional measure of responding
(PROP) produced non-significant results [F(3,54)=0.87, ns].
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response rate in the high state. That is to say, responding was
less frequent early in the step and became more frequent as
the high state continued. A Student's t test to determine
whether this slope is different from 0 was significant [t(9)=
5.22, pb0.001]. Following MAP administration, there was a
small but significant change, as the slope became less positive
[F(3,27)=5.06, pb0.001]. In other words, with increasing doses
of MAP, the initial hold diminished, such that response rate
composing the high state was faster and more uniform. Thus
the effect of MAP administration on timing under this
sustained response protocol can be characterized in two
ways. One can say that the S1 of discrete responding shifts
left, causing response topography to even out over the
sustained responding period. Alternatively, it can be under-
stood that the topography evens out, causing the S1 of discrete
responding to shift to the left.

2.2. Experiment 2: Brief peak interval (PI) training on
discrete response protocol versus sustained response protocol,
with methamphetamine (MAP) administration

In Experiment 1, the rats were trained on the timing task for
∼70 sessions prior to drug testing. This length of training
may have altered the capacity of the timing system to be
modulated by dopamine (Choi et al., 2005). To address this
concern, and to further evaluate the differences in sustained
and discrete timing behavior, the effects of MAP administra-
tion were examined in two separate groups of rats in
Experiment 2. Rats were either given brief (15 sessions)
training to make repetitive responses into the nosepoke
aperture (the more traditional method of training, which
we will call “discrete” training), or they were given brief
training on the sustained procedure used in Experiment 1.
Both groups produced peak times in discrete responding that
shift leftward with increasing MAP administration [Fig. 2;
F(3,54)=2.73, p=0.05; linear contrast F(1,9)=6.35, pb0.05]. There
was no significant difference between the two groups in terms
of their leftward shift when evaluated with the discrete
measure, as indicated by the non-significant dose×group
interaction [F(3,54)=1.09, ns]. The proportional measure of
responding produced non-significant results on the repeated-
measures ANOVA with dose as the within-subject variable and
peak time as the dependent variable [F(3,54)=0.87, ns; see Fig. 2
and Tables 1b and c]. Further, there was no significant
dose×group interaction using this measure [F(3,54)=0.64, ns].

Following the data for Experiment 1, peak spread [F(3,54)=
19.95, pb0.05; linear contrast F(1,9)=66.17, pb0.05] and CV
[F(3,54)=9.04, pb0.05; linear contrast F(1,9)=34.6, pb0.05] in-
creased with increasing MAP dose for both groups using
response rate as the behavioral measure. Proportional peak
spread using the sustained measure also increased with
increasing MAP [F(3,54)=10.93, pb0.05; linear contrast F(1,9)=
20.66, pb0.05]. CVs [F(3,54)=0.35, ns] did not change with MAP
dose using the sustained measure of behavior. There were no
between-group differences for peak spread [F(1,18)=0.81, ns] or
CV [F(1,18)=0.41, ns].

STA on the groups in Experiment 2 replicated the results
found with rats trained more extensively in Experiment 1.
When step functions were determined by response rate, S1
shifted leftward for both the discrete- and sustained-response
trained groups in response toMAP [Fig. 3; F(3,54)=3.65, pb0.05].
Spread was also significantly widened when using this
measure [F(3,54)=13.49, pb0.05]. In contrast, step functions
from the response as defined by proportion of time spent in the
aperture did not shift S1 in response to MAP administration
[F(3,54)=1.35,ns; seeFig. 3 andTables2bandc]. Incontrast to the
cumulative function results, spread of the steps did not become
significantly larger with increasing MAP dose [F(3,54)=0.89, ns].

Between-group comparisons of STA statistics showed that
steps as defined by response rate had a difference for S1, with
discrete-trained rats beginning to respond earlier in the trial
than those trained on the sustained protocol [F(1,18)=6.08,
pb0.05]. There was no between-group interaction with dose,
suggesting that both groups shifted S1 in response to MAP to
the same degree [F(1,18)=1.81, ns]. No between-group differ-
ences were found for S2 [F(1,18)=0.04, ns] or spread [F(1,18)=
3.32, ns] in the rate step functions, although there was a

Fig. 3 – Mean percent change in S1 times from saline
baseline for the two measures used to characterize temporal
responding in Experiments 1 (E1) and 2 (E2). In Experiment 1,
using a proportion of time the snout is in the nosepoke as a
measure of responding (PROP) yields S1 times that donot vary
significantly with dose of MAP [F(3,27)=0.879, ns]. However,
S1 times of response rate (RATE) decrease with MAP
administration [F(3,27)=3.3, pbbbb0.05]. In Experiment 2, rats
were trained in one of two ways: either with the “sustained”
responseprotocol used in Experiment 1 (SUST) orwith amore
traditional protocol in which the rat is rewarded for the first
discrete operant response made after the target interval
(DISC). Step functions of responding for each rat were
computed in two different ways: by determining the time in
the trial in which the rat held its snout inside the nosepoke
aperture for a preponderance of time, as opposed to out of the
aperture (PROP); or by determining the time of the high
response rate step during the course of the trial (RATE). For
both groups of rats, using proportion of time the snout is in
thenosepokeas ameasure of responding yields stepswithS1
times that do not vary significantly with dose of MAP
[F(3,54)=1.35, ns]. However, S1 times of response rate step
decrease (occur earlier in the trial) with MAP administration
[F(3,54)=3.65, pbbbb0.05].
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group difference for midpoint [F(1,18)=5.92, pb0.05], following
the pattern for S1. Again, there was no between-group
interaction with dose [F(1,18)=1.98, ns].

As a complement to the rate steps, analysis of proportion
steps produced group differences in S2 [F(1,18)=17.39, pb0.05],
but not in S1 [F(1,18)=0.088, ns]. STA on proportion of time in

Fig. 4 – (A) Response topography on a single trial under control conditions in Experiment 1. Rats were rewarded for presence of
the snout in the nosepoke apparatus at the target time (15 s), not necessarily for the first discrete poke. This resulted in a
response topography best described as one long hold followed by many discrete responses, which can be construed as a
positive slope of discrete response rate (slower responding early followed by faster responding later). When fitting a step
function using two different measures (discrete response rate vs. proportion of time in nosepoke), the “sustained response”
step begins earlier than the response rate step. (B) Response topography under 1.5 mg/kg administration of MAP in
Experiment 1. Drug administration shifted the beginning of the step (S1) characterized by response rate to the left [F(3,27)=3.3,
pbbbb0.05], closer to the S1 of the step characterized by simple presence in the nosepoke apparatus. S1 of the sustained measure
step did not change [F(3,27)=0.197, ns]. Observe that this differential shift caused the response rate to even out over the course
of the step, so that the early, extended holdwas gone. Furthermore, the slope of response rate over the high state decreased as a
function ofMAP administration as revealed by repeated-measures ANOVA [F(3,27)=5.06, pbbbb0.05]. (C) Response topography on a
single trial under control conditions in a rat from the discrete-trained group, Experiment 2. Rats were rewarded only for the first
discrete head entry into the nosepoke aperture after the target time (15 s). This resulted in variable response topography that
did not follow a pattern.When fitting a step function using two differentmeasures (discrete response rate vs. proportion of time
in nosepoke), the “proportional response” step begins later than the response rate step. The importance of the “proportional
response” step in rats trained tomake discrete responses is not clear. (D) Response topography under 1.5mg/kg administration
of MAP in a rat from the discrete-trained group, Experiment 2. Drug administration shifted the beginning of the step (S1)
characterized by response rate to the left [F(3,54)=3.65, pbbbb0.05]. S1 of the sustainedmeasure step did not change [F(3,54)=1.35,
ns]. The shift in S1 for rats trained to make discrete responses did not accompany any reliable changes in response topography
[F(3,27)=0.94, ns].
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the nosepoke produced steps in which rats trained explicitly
to make discrete nosepoke entries ended earlier than those of
rats trained on the sustained protocol. There was no between-
group interaction with dose [F(1,18)=1.98, ns]. Step functions
as determined by proportion of time in the nosepoke produced
between-group differences on midpoint [F(1,18)=5.86, pb0.05]
that followed the S2 results. Both groups failed to shift in
response to MAP, as indicated by the non-significant group×-
dose interaction [F(1,18)=2.62, ns]. Spread also differed
between the two training groups, such that steps for rats
trained under the sustained response protocol had longer
single-trial responses as defined by time in the apparatus than
rats trained under the discrete response protocol [F(1,18)=6.37,
pb0.05]. However, no between-group interaction with dose
was found [F(1,18)=0.037, ns].

In Experiment 1, acute administration of MAP in rats
trained on the sustained protocol caused response rate to
“even out” over the course of the response step. This means
that, instead of the rat inserting its snout into the nosepoke
aperture and holding it relatively still at the beginning of the
response period, as in saline trials, repetitive responding
occurred earlier in the trial, leading to a step function which
was largely composed of repetitive movements. The addition
of a group of rats trained to make repetitive responses in
Experiment 2 allowed us to compare the response topography
within the step between rats trained on the two protocols,
both under normal circumstances (saline control sessions)
and under acute MAP dosing. The response patterns over the
single-trial response step in rats that were rewarded for
sustained responses in Experiment 2 followed those found in
Experiment 1. In saline conditions, head entry rates were slow
at the beginning of the step, then became faster as the step
continued. As MAP dose increased, the rate became more
regular, such that the rate of entries at the beginning of the
step was more similar to that at the end [F(3,27)=3.87, pb0.05;
linear contrast F(1,9)=7.59, pb0.05]. Rats trained on the
discrete response protocol showed head entry patterns
which were muchmore variable than those in the “sustained”
group, and which followed no pattern of change with
increasing MAP dosing [Figs. 4C and D; F(3,27)=0.94, ns].

3. Discussion

These data provide evidence against a single dopamine-
modulated timing process. MAP administration failed to
induce a leftward shift in sustained responding, the primary
measure of temporal control in a subset of the current
procedures, while causing a significant leftward shift in
discrete responding, irrespective of the training paradigm.
This demonstration of a leftward shift in discrete responding
in the mean function and the start time of the abrupt
transition to high rate responding across procedures, argues
against the interpretation that the failure to obtain a leftward
shift in the sustained responding is simply a negative result,
which could be interpreted in any number ofways. Instead, we
interpret these results as indicating that discrete responding
and sustained responding are timed independently and/or
have different sensitivities to DA modulation. This suggests
that temporal overestimation followingMAP administration is

specific to the timing of discrete responding or choosing when
to do what one must do in order to receive a reward, and that
MAP does not affect the timing of sustained spatial selection,
or choosing when to be where one must be in order to receive a
reward. Intriguingly, we have also found that MAP does not
produce a leftward shift of the time ofmagazine responding in
a Pavlovian analogue of the PI procedure, which is primarily
characterized by sustained responding (Wilson, Bridges, and
Matell, unpublished observations). In the sustained response
version of the PI task used here, the rats were primarily
conditioned to be in a certain space at a specific time interval,
rather than to make repeated responses at that location. This
distinction is important in that a commonly cited evolutionary
advantage of a timingmechanism is selection of foraging sites
(Kacelnik and Brunner, 2002) following an assessment of
reinforcement density of the patch (Gibbon and Church, 1990),
which would approximate the sustained paradigm used here.
The lack of shifts in the sustained responsemeasure raises the
question of whether timing of return to foraging places is
affected by dopamine levels in the same manner that operant
behaviors elicited by the more typical peak interval procedure
are.

This interpretation, namely that of potentially different
neural substrates for different types of timing behavior,
follows from the suggestion of Matell et al. (2003b) who argued
that different striatal sub-regions were responsible for tem-
porally modulating the motor and cognitive domains associ-
ated with that sub-region's output. Habit or motor learning
has been localized to the dorsal striatum, while spatial
learning and locomotion have been proposed to be under the
control of the ventral striatum and hippocampus (for review,
see Packard and Knowlton, 2002). The current results are thus
consistent with the interpretation that the effect of MAP on
interval timing is limited to the type of behaviors mediated by
the dorsal striatum alone, e.g., habit or motor learning. Similar
dissociations between discrete and sustained motor timing
mechanisms have also been demonstrated in humans. For
example, cerebellar lesions have been shown to disrupt the
timing of discontinuous, but not continuous movements (e.g.,
Spencer et al., 2003). Furthermore, behavioral analyses in rats
support the notion that treatments can affect the decision to
make a response, or the manner in which the response is
carried out, independently (Gharib et al., 2001; Roberts and
Gharib, 2006).

An alternative interpretation of the results from the
sustained procedures is that the leftward shift in response
rate in the current procedure is simply an artifact of an
alteration in response topography. Consistent with this
interpretation is our finding that only the S1, and not the S2,
shifted leftward, which is somewhat inconsistent with an
alteration in the speed of a clock (even one used only for
discrete responding). Indeed, MAP has been repeatedly
demonstrated to alter motor responding by inducing locomo-
tion and motor stereotypies (Ellinwood and Balster, 1974;
Kuczenski and Segal, 1999), and alter operant responding in a
rate-dependentmanner (i.e., it is proposed that MAP increases
the rate of low-rate behaviors and decreases the rate of high-
rate behaviors). Such rate-dependent effects have been
offered as a way to explain the leftward shifts observed in
duration production procedures (Odum et al., 2002; Saulsgiver
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et al., 2006), although we have recently shown that this
mechanism is unable to account for theMAP-induced leftward
shift when examined on the level of individual trials (Matell et
al., 2006). Further, such rate dependency is not truly borne out
here, because such a hypothesis would predict that the rate of
responding would flatten out throughout trials run under
MAP, and that the step function would dissolve. Our analysis
shows that step-like activity emerges even at high doses of
MAP, instead of the symmetric flattening predicted by rate
dependency. If anything, we see something similar to a rate
dependency effectwithin the step, such that the early low rate
of discrete responding increases. Indeed, such multi-state
“wedding cake” step functions have been seen previously
(Cheng and Westwood, 1993; Meck and Williams, 1997).

The differences in response topography under saline
conditions, and the changes in response topography as a
function of MAP dose, between the two groups of rats in
Experiment 2 also helps refute the notion that response
topography is the only component to the S1 shift produced by
MAP. While rats trained on either the discrete response or
sustained response protocol shifted their start time of discrete
responding on individual trials, only the rats trained to make
sustained nosepoke responses had a change in the slope of
their rate of discrete responding with MAP administration.
Thus, the shifts in start time, which were seen across
procedures, cannot simply be viewed as a change in response
topography or strategy. Furthermore, an examination of the
start times across doses and measures is in contrast to the
predictions that a response topography interpretation would
make. If a change in response topography from sustained to
discrete movements were the basis for the leftward shift in
response rate, the start times of the rate step following MAP
administration would be equivalent to the start time of the
sustained step following saline administration. Instead, in the
majority of rats in each group, the start time of the rate step on
the highest dose of MAP occurred earlier in time than the
start time of the sustained step following saline administra-
tion (see Tables 2a, b, and c).

The effects of dopaminergic drugs on interval timing have
typically been interpreted as resulting from alterations in
clock speed (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Drew et al., 2003;
Macdonald and Meck, 2005; Maricq et al., 1981; Maricq and
Church, 1983; Matell et al., 2004, 2006; Meck, 1983, 1986, 1996,
2006a,b). This interpretation has been based upon the patterns
of results seen using multiple durations and chronic admin-
istration designs, such as proportionality of effect (i.e., the size
of the shift is a function of the duration being timed), the
immediacy of the effect (i.e., shifts in the time of responding
following dopaminergic drugs are seen on the first session),
and the renormalization of the effect (i.e., the shifts in time
disappear over repeated sessions on dopaminergic drugs)
(Meck, 1983, 1996). In contrast, it has been argued thatmemory
effects are not seen for several sessions, but result in a
progressive “drift” from the critical interval over time as
earlier, correct memories become outnumbered by later,
distorted ones (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Gibbon et al., 1997;
Meck and Malapani, 2004). These clock speed interpretations
have been based upon the use of the peak time or bisection
point as a measure of temporal expectancy, rather than the
potentially more sensitive single-trial techniques. For exam-

ple, Taylor et al. (2007) demonstrated similar results to ours in
which amphetamine led to a leftward shift in S1 only, and
showed in a simulation that a shift in S1 alone would also lead
to a shift in the obtained peak time. Thus, it may be the case
that previous results showing shifts in peak time were due to
shifts in either the start time or the stop time but not both.
Indeed, several other studies using dopaminergic drugs have
found shifts in only S2 (Abner et al., 2001; Matell et al., 2006).
Further, during the time that much of the classic pharmacol-
ogy of interval timing was done, it was generally believed that
there was a single similarity threshold in the decision stage
(Gibbon et al., 1984), so that changes in threshold would be
symmetrical (i.e., the peak function would get broader or
narrower, but peak time would not change). This view has
changed following the development of the single-trial analysis
procedure (Cheng and Westwood, 1993; Cheng et al., 1993;
Church et al., 1994; Gallistel et al., 2004) which demonstrated
that the pattern of correlations between start and stop times
could be best explained by incorporating independent thresh-
olds to start and stop responding (Church et al., 1994; Gallistel
et al., 2004).

The current results showthatMAPproducesa leftward shift
in peak time and awidening of peak spread, thereby leading to
a greater CV when evaluating the response rate measure
irrespective of the procedure or length of training used. These
changeswere due to a leftward shift in S1, without a change in
S2, as well as an increase in the width of the single-trial high
response rate state. If MAP solely caused an increase in clock
speed, both S1 and S2 would be expected to shift leftward, and
the single-trial response width should decrease, leading to a
narrower peak spread, but constant CV. As such, the current
results are not particularly consistent with an increased clock
speed interpretation. In contrast, the obtained effects are
precisely what would be expected from a decrease in the
response threshold to begin responding without a change in
the threshold to end responding. Neurophysiologically, direct
dopaminergic influences on the striatum, as well as dopami-
nergic–glutamateric interactions on cortico-striatal afferents,
serve to alter the requisite amount of cortical stimulation
necessary to bring striatal neurons to the up-state, thereby
permitting them to fire (Dragunow et al., 1990; Groves et al.,
1995; Hsu et al., 1995; Juranyi et al., 2003; Robertson et al., 1992;
Umemiya and Raymond, 1997). Consistent with this interpre-
tation, the striatum, which has been strongly implicated in
interval timing (Coull, 2004; Ferrandez et al., 2003; Harrington
and Haaland, 1999; Malapani et al., 1998; Matell et al., 2003a;
Meck, 2006b; Nenadic et al., 2003; Rao et al., 2001) has been
recently viewed as functioning as a thresholding system for
the integration of information (Ivry and Spencer, 2004; Lo and
Wang, 2006). Likewise, the striatal beat frequency theory of
interval timing (Matell and Meck, 2004) suggested several
different functions for striatal dopamine dependent on its
phasic versus tonic activity, with one of them being threshold
alteration.

The basis for MAP having an effect on the start time, but no
effect on the stop time, is not immediately clear, but the
dissociation suggests that the pharmacological mechanisms
underlying the threshold (or clock) for initiating a response
state differs from those underlying the threshold (or clock) for
terminating that response state. In this case, MAPwould lower
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the threshold to initiate a response, but not impact the
threshold to terminate a response. Such a dissociation is
supported by work showing differential anatomical involve-
ment in ‘GO’ reaction time tasks versus ‘STOP’ signal reaction
time tasks (Aron and Poldrack, 2006; van denWildenberg et al.,
2006). A related idea that we are currently exploring is whether
the start and stop times are computed by the direct and
indirect pathways of the basal ganglia, respectively (Wiener
and Matell, 2005). Differential thresholds may also underlie
the differential shift in the timing of discrete responding as
compared to sustained responding. However, other than the
different anatomical structures underlying discrete versus
sustained spatial positioning described above (i.e., dorsal stria-
tum versus nucleus accumbens/hippocampus), the basis for a
dissociation in response thresholds across behaviors is unclear.

An alternative possibility is that the temporal evolution of
behavior seen in timing tasks is mediated by several temporal
intervals, such that different aspects of the behavioral profile
are shifted to different degrees due to scalar timing. This idea
is in contrast to the more typical notion that the expected
duration of reinforcement is the sole interval controlling
behavior (Gibbon, 1977).With regard to the current results, it is
possible that the initiation of the sustained response is
directly tied to the initiation of locomotion which occurs
early in the trial (i.e., the time point at which the rat has been
reinforced for initiating movements toward the nosepoke),
whereas the initiation of discrete responding occurs later in
the trial (i.e., only once the rat has reached the nosepoke). As
such, a shift in the spatial positioning would be smaller in
absolute time than the shift in discrete responding. At any
event, clearly establishing whether, and under what condi-
tions, dopaminergic drugs influence clock speed, response
threshold, or memory retrieval (Malapani et al., 1998, 2002),
and whether the mechanisms underlying these processes
differ as a function of the behavior being temporallymediated,
will be an important goal for future work.

Our findings clearly reflect a failure to shift sustained
responding, in contrast to previous, and current, results showing
a shiftwhen behavior ismeasured by discrete response rate. The
question remains open as to which component of the timing
system is differentially altered by dopamine in these two
behaviors, as changes could occur in clock rate, integration
rate, or threshold.Whatever themechanism, such a dissociation
as it stands suggests that a single dopaminergic process does not
modulate all forms of temporal control. New behavioral proto-
cols that allowus to compare patterns of responding ondifferent
response parameters (e.g. timing for presence in a target space
versus timing of repetitive behaviors), within the same training
session, in conjunctionwithmore detailed analysis, such as that
described here, hold the potential to further aid in dissecting the
effects of dopaminergic drugs on interval timing.

4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Subjects

Thirty adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Indianapolis,
IN) approximately 60 days of age at the beginning of the

experimentwere used (Experiment 1: n=10; Experiment 2: n=10
per experimental procedure). Rats were housed in pairs with a
12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 8:00 A.M.). All behavioral
testing was conducted during the light phase. The rats had ad
libitum access to drinking water, but were kept on a restricted
feeding schedule (Harlan 2019 Rat Diet) to maintain their body
weights at 85–90% of free-feeding levels, adjusted for growth.
Rodent chow was provided immediately following the daily
session.

4.2. Apparatus

All behavioral data were obtained using 10 standard operant-
conditioning chambers (30.5×25.4×30.5 cm – Coulbourn
Instruments). The sides of the chamber were ventilated
Plexiglas, and the front and back walls and ceiling were
aluminum. The floor was composed of stainless steel bars. A
pellet dispenser delivered 45-mg sucrose pellets (Formula F;
Noyes Precision, Lancaster, NH) to a food magazine on the
back wall of the chamber. Three nosepoke response apertures
(2.5-cm opening diameter) with photobeam detection circuits
were placed on the front wall of the chamber, and had yellow
and green LED cue lights in their interior. Aluminum “hall-
ways” (30.5 cm high×8.2 cm deep) were attached to the front
wall in between the nosepoke apertures to limit the quantity
and rapidity of behavioral switching between nosepoke
apertures. The operant chambers were also equipped with a
houselight and a seven-tone audio generator for auditory cues.
Stimulus control and data acquisition were achieved using a
standard operant-conditioning control program (Graphic
State, Coulbourn Instruments), with a temporal resolution of
20 ms.

4.3. Behavioral procedures: Experiment 1

Rats were trained and tested on a sustained-response
variant of the standard peak-interval (PI) procedure. Under
this protocol, rats could be reinforced if their snout was in
the nosepoke apparatus at the target time, or for the first
poke into the aperture after the target time. The impact of
this change was that the rats lowered their response rates
on the nosepoke (see Section 2.2), instead making slower
sustained responses. As such, the analyses of the temporal
control of behavior evaluate the probability that the rat is
within the nosepoke as a function of time in the trial,
rather than its rate of responding. A thorough character-
ization of the average “response” function as well as the
single-trial behavior resulting from training on this sus-
tained procedure has been described (Matell and Portugal,
2007).

4.3.1. Nosepoke auto-shaping (2–3 sessions)
Rats were trained to make nosepoke responses. A sucrose
pellet was delivered, independent of responding, once permin
for the 60-min session. Prior to pellet delivery, the center
nosepoke aperture cue light was turned on for 1 s. Any
responses made by the rat into the center nosepoke aperture
resulted in reinforcement. Rats met the autoshaping criterion
by making 60 center nosepokes before the session ended for
two consecutive days.
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4.3.2. Nosepoke discrimination training (1 session)
Rats were trained to respond on all three nosepoke apertures
for reinforcement. Trials began with the onset of a 1 kHz
pulsating tone (40 ms on/40 ms off). In addition to the tone, a
randomly selected nosepoke aperture light was illuminated.
When the rat made a response in the illuminated nosepoke
aperture, a sucrose pellet was delivered and the tone
terminated, ending the trial. Responses on non-illuminated
nosepoke apertures had no consequence. Trials in this
procedure and all subsequent procedures were separated by
a uniformly distributed, randomly chosen, 20- to 40-s inter-
trial interval (ITI). All rats were required to respond 20 times
on each nosepoke aperture in one session to advance to the
next phase of training.

4.3.3. Fixed-interval (FI) training (4–15 sessions)
Rats were trained on a discrete-trial 15-s FI schedule. At the
start of a trial, a 1-kHz pulsating tone commenced, and the cue
light of the left nosepoke aperture was illuminated. Rats were
then able to self-initiate the onset of the discriminative
stimulus by making a response on the left nosepoke aperture.
This trial-initiation requirement was in place for all subsequent
procedures. Upon a poke on the left nosepoke, the 1-kHz tone
and left nosepoke aperture cue light were terminated, and a 4-
kHz tone and the center FI nosepoke aperture cue light were
turned on. Rats were reinforced for the first response made on
the center FI nosepoke aperture that occurred after 15 s had
elapsed fromonset of the center nosepoke aperture cue light, or
if their snout was inside the FI nosepoke aperture when the
criterion duration (15 s) was reached. The tone and cue light
were terminated at the time of reinforcement. Rats were
advanced to the next phase of training once their response
pattern resembled a typical FI scallop, and responses were
beingmadewithin 1s of the criterion duration on at least 80% of
the trials in a session.

4.3.4. Peak-interval training (60 sessions prior to drug
administration)
Following FI training, rats were trained on a PI procedure. The
procedure was identical to FI training, except that a proportion
of trials (50%) were un-reinforced probe trials, in which the
4-kHz tone and the cue light in the FI nosepoke aperture
remained on for 2.5–3.5 times the criterion duration (38–53 s),
and all responses had no programmed consequence. No
indication was given to the rats as to which trial type had
been selected.

4.4. Behavioral procedures: Experiment 2

4.4.1. Rats received nosepoke auto-shaping and nosepoke
discrimination training as in Experiment 1
Further, rats were trained and tested on either a standard
version of the PI procedure, or the sustained response variant of
this procedure used in Experiment 1 anddescribed above. In the
standard PI procedure, some proportion of the trials (e.g., 50%)
are composed of a discrete trials fixed-interval schedule in
which following the onset of a discriminative stimulus (tone),
the first operant response (nosepoke) after a criterion duration
(15 s) is reinforced and the stimulus is terminated. The
remaining trials are non-reinforced probe trials, in which the

discriminative stimulus remains on for roughly three times
the criterion duration before termination and no reinforce-
ment is provided. In this manner, the investigator can
evaluate both the onset and offset of responding for tempo-
rally predictable reinforcement. The response rate on a single
probe trial in this procedure approximates a step function in
which the response rate switches from a low rate to a high
rate at some time prior to the criterion duration, and then
return to a low rate at some time following the criterion
duration (Church et al., 1994). Due to variation in the times at
which this step function begins and ends, averaging the
response rate across trials yields a Gaussian-shaped distribu-
tion of response rate as a function of time, that is centered
around the criterion time (Peak time). Statistics derived from
the analysis of this mean response rate function or from an
analysis of the transition times of the response rates on a
single trial are used to characterize the temporal perception
and behavioral control of the animal. The second experimen-
tal group was trained on the sustained-response variant of the
PI procedure used in Experiment 1.

4.4.2. Fixed-interval training (4–15 sessions)
Rats were trained on a discrete-trials 15-s FI schedule. At the
start of a trial, a 1-kHz pulsating tone commenced, and the
cue light of the left nosepoke aperture was illuminated. Rats
were then able to self-initiate the onset of the discriminative
stimulus by making a response on the left nosepoke aperture.
This trial-initiation requirement was in place for all subse-
quent procedures. Upon a poke on the left nosepoke, the 1-
kHz tone and left nosepoke aperture cue light were termi-
nated, and a 4-kHz tone and the center FI nosepoke aperture
cue light were turned on. On both the sustained FI and the
discrete FI, the rats were reinforced for the first response
madeon the center FI nosepoke aperture that occurredafter 15 s
had elapsed from onset of the center nosepoke aperture cue
light. Rats in the sustained FI procedure were also reinforced if
their snout was inside the FI nosepoke aperture when the
criterion duration (15 s) was reached. The tone and cue light
were terminated at the time of reinforcement. Rats were
advanced to the next phase of training once their response
pattern resembled a typical FI scallop, and responseswere being
made within 1s of the criterion duration on at least 80% of the
trials in a session.

4.4.3. Peak-interval training (14 sessions prior to drug
administration)
Following FI training, rats were trained on a PI procedure. The
procedure was identical to FI training, except that a proportion
of trials (50%) were un-reinforced probe trials, in which the 4-
kHz tone and the cue light in the FI nosepoke aperture
remained on for 2.5–3.5 times the criterion duration (38–53 s),
and all responses had no programmed consequence. No
indication was given to the rats as to which trial type had
been selected.

4.5. Data analysis

4.5.1. Mean functions
The temporal control of responding was evaluated in two
ways: First, as is typically done with the discrete response PI
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procedure, the rate of responding (nosepokes/s) was plotted as
a function of time in the trial. Second, as the rats in the
sustained procedure were specifically being trained to make
“sustained” responses, the proportion of time per second that
the rat held its snout in the nosepokewas plotted as a function
of time in the trial. We subsequently refer to these behaviors
(either rate of responding or relative probability of responding)
as “responses”.

In order to obtain quantitative indices of temporal respond-
ing, amodifiedGaussian function, coupledwith a baseline anda
slope, was fit to the peak function (a*exp((−1/2)* (((abs(x−b))/
c)d))+e *x+ f; where a=amplitude, b=peak time, c=width param-
eter, d=kurtosis parameter, e=slope of added line, and f=verti-
cal offset (baseline). Peak spread was computed as the width at
half maximum using the function: (2*c) * ((2* log(2))(1/d)). The
modifiedGaussian simplyentailedallowing the exponent of the
Gaussianequation to varyaswell in the fittingprocedure,which
allowed the function to have a flatter top. This equation was
utilized as visual inspection of the data indicated that the
response functions following MAP were quite broad and flat,
such that standard Gaussian functions were not ideal for
characterizing the data. The Peak time (mean), Peak spread,
CV (peak spread/peak time) and quality of fit (R2) from this
function were recorded and used as indices of temporal
accuracy (Peak time) and precision (Peak spread).

4.5.2. Single trials
Single-trial analyses were performed in the standardmanner
(i.e., iteratively varying theplacementandwidthofa singlestep
function to the “responses” on each trial until the discrepancy
between step function and data wasminimized). Depending on
whether the “responses” being analyzed were the proportion of
time the rat spent in the nosepoke or the rate of nosepoke
responding, either an “out – in – out” or a “low rate – high rate –
low rate” step function was used to characterize the data.
Proportion steps were calculated in a manner identical to that
described in Matell and Portugal (2007). Determination of steps
based on response rate followed the procedure of Church et al.
(1994). As can be seen in a representative example in Fig. 4A in
which the rat was trained to make sustained responses, the
behavior of the rat switches from primarily being outside the
nosepoke aperture to primarily being inside the nosepoke
aperture, and then returned to primarily being outside the
nosepoke aperture. Conversely, Fig. 4B shows representative
behavior inwhich the ratwas trained tomakediscrete response,
in that the behavior of the rat switches froma low response rate
(in this case the rate is zero) to a high response rate, and then
returns to a low (zero) rate.

For the sustained response analysis, the bin at which the
best-fitting step function went from “out-to-in”was designated
the start time (S1), and the bin at which this step function went
from “in-to-out” was designated the stop time (S2). The fit
quality was determined by computing the difference between
the proportion of time spent in the nosepoke aperture during
the entire “in” state and the total proportion of time spent in the
nosepoke aperture during the two “out” states. For the rate step
function, the bin at which the high rate segment began was
designated the S1 and the bin at which the high rate segment
ended was designated S2. The fit quality was assessed by
calculating a normalized deviation (Ω2). From these obtained

statistics, the spread (stop time−start time) and the midpoint
(start time+width/2) were also computed. The means and
variations of these statistics were then analyzed.

4.5.3. Statistics
A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) using dose
as a within-subject variable was performed for peak time of
the proportion of time in the nosepoke aperture, and peak
time of the response rate, separately. Repeated-measure
ANOVAs were also performed on the statistics obtained from
the single-trial analyses. The alpha level was set at 0.05 for all
analyses.

4.6. Drugs

Methamphetamine hydrochloride (MAP – Sigma/RBI, Saint
Louis, MO) was dissolved in 0.9% saline. Three doses of the
drug (0.50, 1.00, and 1.50 mg/kg calculated as the salt) were
used, and each dose was given to each rat in a pseudo-
random order a total of three times. All injections were given
intraperitoneally (IP) as a fixed proportion of body weight
(1.0 ml/kg), and were given 15 min before the start of each
experimental session. Administration of the drug or a vehicle
(saline) injection was given every third day, with 1/2 the rats
getting one dose, and the other 1/2 getting another dose in
order to counterbalance any “day-related” effects of the drugs.
The only constraint of the injection schedule was that every
dose had to be given once before a dose could be repeated. To
minimize associations between the injection procedure and
administration of MAP, additional vehicle injections were
given to the rats on all “non-drug” days. Thus, a series of
injections might occur as follows: 1.0 mg/kg MAP, saline,
saline, 0.5 mg/kg MAP, saline, saline, 0.0 mg/kg MAP (i.e.,
saline given on the same day as MAP in 1/2 the rats), saline,
saline, 1. 5 mg/kg MAP, etc.). The data set was pooled for each
dose.
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